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THE PACK ADVANCEMENT COORDINATOR

The Pack Advancement Coordinator is an important position on the Pack Committee. Helping to build
and/or recognize advancement opportunities in the Pack’s annual program, keeping track of the
individual boy’s progress, getting the paperwork right, conducting meaningful ceremonies to recognize
each boy’s achievement are just a few of the tasks the Pack Advancement Coordinator can coordinate—a
much more effective method than leaving it to the already burdened Den Leaders and Cubmaster. Each
Committee Chairman should consult with the Cubmaster and recruit a Pack Advancement Coordinator
before this program year gets too far underway.
The following information will be helpful to the Committee Chairman in identifying the right candidate
for the job, it can be used to develop a Position Description (although there is already one in the Cub
Scout Leader Book page 23-6) but you may want to tweak it to fit your own situation.
In any event, you may want to give the following to your Pack Advancement Coordinator to get them
started on the right foot:
*****

What Do I Do Now?
Congratulations, new pack advancement coordinator! The Guide to Advancement, topics 4.1.0.2 and
3.0.0.3, will give you specific guidance, and the Cub Scout Leader Book, No. 33221, has more
information. But here is the shorthand version: Your service can be broken down into four basic
components: promotion, paperwork, special recognitions, and ceremonies.
Promoting Advancement:
To help parents understand the advancement program, be sure to attend parents’ meetings associated with
new Cub Scout recruitment, and explain that advancement should be the natural result of participation in
the program. Then, work with the Cubmaster and den leaders to build advancement opportunities into
your pack programs, especially overnighters and events. For example, a pack picnic might include a
nature hike (different trails for different ages and abilities) followed by games, a cookout or potluck
supper, and a campfire (with s’mores)! Encourage each den to use the den advancement chart to keep
track of their activities (their advancement opportunities) and to post these charts at den and pack

meetings. At pack meetings, promote attendance at Cub Scout day camp and Cub Scout resident camp
where advancement opportunities abound. And be sure to encourage the dens to schedule their own
summertime activities.
Paperwork:
It is possible to get inundated with paper, but the two basic reports needed for Cub Scout advancement
are fairly simple. The first, Den Advancement Report, No. 33847, should be turned in every month by
every den leader. The second, the Unit Advancement Report No. 34403, is your responsibility. When you
receive the den leaders’ reports, compile their information on to the report and enter it into the pack’s
online advancement records. These reports also provide you with information to cover at pack committee
meetings, and to create a “shopping list” of badges and other recognitions that must be purchased for the
next pack meeting.
Encourage Special Recognitions to Promote Advancement:
Den meetings are built around advancement, but there are other opportunities for advancement beyond
the den. A good place to look for ideas is in a recent article in Advancement News (February 2014),
entitled “After the Blue and Gold Banquet Continuing the Journey,” (available by request from
lclark@clarkstkd.net) that listed some of the special recognitions Cub Scouts can earn. Forms and
requirements for many of these awards are found at BSA Awards Central,
www.scouting.org/awards_central .
Special recognitions that can be earned by Cub Scouts are also highlighted in the Guide to Awards and
Insignia, No. 614937.
And, finally, help is available for the asking from your District Advancement Committee by contacting
me at the coordinates below.
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